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Most human beings are hard-unred for religion. Or so many American secular humanists believe. With a sigh, they take for
granted that nine aut of ten people will always believe in God, then wonder why the skeptical few are so different. Across
theAtlantic, this picture is reversed. Only a minority of Britons attend church; Feioer than half of Germans believe in God.
I" Sweden atheists and agnostics outnumber strong believers 2 to J. Across Europe=ana, for iiuu mailer, Australia-the
nineteenth-centurp dream that religion uiould wither in the face of science and general education seemsto be cominp-true.
Among developed aemocraeies,America's penchant for piety is so exceptional that it screams for explanation.
In this special section, independeni scientist Gregory Paul limns the extent of the trans-A tlantic "religion gap."
Cartographer !lodger Doyle probes the reasons unde1'lying America's dint for devotion. Pinalh), British biologisl Ricnard
Dawkins offers strategies U.S. unbelievers might apply to help close the gap, -Eds
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tbe
tll early twentieth century, the peoples of all
nations were strongly religious. Europe was a
longtime Christian bastion with monarchs continuing to claim divine approval. Religion was officially taken less
seriously in the United States, where church was separated from
state and only half of the population belonged to any congregation.
Across the globe, only intellectuals seemed prone to nonbeliel.
What, then, is the status of religion around the globe at the
beginning of the twenty-first century, especially in the developed
democracies (Western Europe. Canada, the United States, Japan,
and Australia)? Several data sources are available. In 1991, the
International Social Survey Program (lSSP) released its large
"Religion I" poll, documenting beliefs and practices in sixteen
countries.' Beginning in 1998 and concluding in early 2001. the
ISSP conducted a second, more massive "Religion Il" poll, in
which nearly 40,000 people were interviewed in thirty-two countries, including eighteen developed democracies.' The new World
Christian Encyclopedia presents data on global rates of belief
during the twentieth century,' while tbe New Historical Atlas of
Religion in America focuses on the United States since colonial
times.' These and other reports provide an unprecedented view of
how religion is faring relative to secularism in the modern world.'
Tbe results show that, although religion continues to do well and
has even enjoyed a (usually conservative) revival across much of
Greg01'YS. Paul is an independent evolutionary scientist
and paleontotooist. His latest book is Dinosaurs 01 the Air
(Johns Hopkins Uniucrsitu Press). Paul is currently
'researching the relutionship between reiunous belief and
practice versus societal health. and dysfuncli01J in the
developed democracies.
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the world, the beliel in and worship of God has largely collapsed
in developed democracies other than America. At the same time,
tile nonreligious conununity has become large and increasingly
powerful. These Iacts, to say nothing of their implications, remain
poorly understood even among secularists.
For the purposes of this essay it is assumed the cited data
is reasonably accurate. although additional research, analysis, and verification is urgently needed.

RESULTS OF THE STUDIES AND RELATED
CULTURAL MATTERS6
It is estimated that only a lew million people were nonreligious
in 1900 (Figure 1). Today the estimate is nearly one billion, a
sixth of the world's population.' This 250-fold expansion in
absolute numbers and lifty-fold increase in percentage of population in just one long lifespan lar outstrips the growth 01 any
major laith in the twentieth century, and probably in history.
According to the World Christian Encyclopedia, believers in
tbe supernatural belong to 10.000 variations, most within ten
major varieties of organized religion. Christianity'S percentage 01 the population bas remained remarkably stable, at
about ODe in three, spread across some 34,000 denominations,"
If anything, tbe percentage 01 Christians bas declined sligbtly
during tbe past one hundred years. Among tbe major religions,
only Islam bas seen major growth: Irom about 12 percent oC
the gtobal population in 1900 to nearly 20 percent today In
general, rising levels 01 education and income have corresponded to higher rates 01 religious skepticism in the modern
world. In particular, most scientists are atheistic. and tbe
degree 01 Skepticism and/or secularism appears to have
increased sharply among the most distinguished researchers.'
One hundred years ago, nations varied little in their gross
rate 01 religious belief; today a wide disparity exists. In countries other than developed democracies without a history of
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communist rule, rates 01belief remain high and relatively little
changed from the past. At least 80 percent 01Iheir populations
remain absolute bell overs, with most of the rest being favorable
to supernaturalism. This pattern verifies that low income and
education levels are illcompatible with high rates 01 rationalism, skepticism: and secularism.
In many Islamic countries and
in Hindu India, Ihere has been a rise in fundamentalism, although this may be slacking olf in countries such as Iran,
The United Stales cxhibits a broadly similar pattern (Figure
2), retaining high rates of basic supernatural belief. Nearly twothirds 01Americans profess an absolute belief in God, and more
than nine out of ten are at least favorable to the existence of a
higher power (a rate little changed in over fifty years), In many
respects, Christian influence has grown during American history. Many early American leaders (Washington, Jellerson,
Franklin, Allen, Paine, Lincoln) were non-Christian deists; it is
doubtful whether such skeptics of the divinity of Christ could be
elected in present-day America." Church membership has risen
throughout
our country's history, trom less than one ill five in
revolutiouary times to greater than three in five todaj~ leading to
quality-of-Iifc protests OVC!' megachurch conslruction and
expansion in many communities, In the later third of the 1900s,
Iundamentalism gained at the expense 01 less-conservative
denominations, Today at least a third of Americans profess biblical-literalist
Christian fundamentalism." A Gallup analysis of
multiple indicators concludes that religious belief and practice
rose in the 1990s after a long but modest decline that began in
the 50s and 60s, Meanwhile, more than a third 01Americans distrust nonbelievers; 70 percent consider them unsuitable mates.
However. the situation is Dot straightforward: Ior example,
American tolerance for nonbelievers is growing, and absolute
God-belief in the United Stales is alreadv somewhat lower
than ill the Third World, Sundays have be~ome homogenized
with the rest of the week, Some surveys suggest that over all
church alfiliation and attendance has begun to decline
Strident religious conservatism may represent a desperate
attempt to retain influence at a time when modern science and
technology are undermining supernaturalism in fundamental
ways.

Communism successfully suppressed religious belief in most
nations where it gained power, In once-czarist Russia, Jewel'
than one III lour are absolute believers in God, though this IIUIIIbel' may have doubled in the past decade. In eastern German);
since tile fall of the Berlin Wall the percentage of absolute believers has held steady at about one ill ten. It is Ihe one (former)
nation 1000IVn10have a strong majority (two-thirds) 01agnosties
and other atheists who do not believe in a higher power, In contrast, Poland is unusual in remaining strongly Catholic,
The link between communism and atheism is well known.
Yct neither has religion lared well in the West, aside frOIDthe
United States, With tbe exception of America, aU prosperous
developed democracies have seen such dramatic declines in
religious beliel and practice (Figure 2) that they can be labeled
secular developed democracies» If we take these nations as
a block, absolute believers in God and nonbelievers in a higher power each make up a quarter 01 the combilled population,
In nnne 01 the secular developed democracies does absolute
bellel in God exceed 50 percent. Historically Catholic Ireland,
lIaly, and Spain are the least secular among these nations. AI
the other extreme are once-emperor-worshiping Japan, where
a mere 4 percent (mostly Christians) now have an absolute

belief in God; and the Scandinavian countries, where just 12 to
18 percent do, In absolute terms, Japan has the most nonbelievers in a higher power: about 40 million, outnumbering
absolute believers in a creator 8 10 1, France has the largest
percentage 01 agnostics and atheists, about two ill five
(Figures 2 and 3), outnumbering absolute believers 2 to 1, a
ratio also seen in Sweden. Coverage 01 the 2000 Olympics
revealed once-conservative Australia as a nation of hedonistic
sport and beach worshipers, Even hyper-conservative Catholic
Ireland (excluding the northern counties) saw a precipitous
drop in religious belief and practice over the last decade, espcciaUy among the young (Figure 3),
None 01 the secular developed democracies is Christian ill
the sense thai a majority 01 the population consists 01 devout
believers in a divine Christ. Praying and other religious praclices are correspondingly reduced, ln these secular democracies ardent belief in God is widely considered peculiar, Ihe fate
of empty churches is a practical problem, and much 01the clergy laces financial crisis, Few politicians fear 10 expose-or
espouse-their
lack 01 faith." In Canada, the political fortunes
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of fundamentalist Stockwell Day COllapsed in part because of
case where a developed democracy's population is both ".-eJIversed in evolutionary science and high in theistic belief and
the lack of a sufficiently sympathetic politico- religious base.
Britain's Christian Prime Minister Tony Blair has carelully
practice, 01' vice versa-a.nd
it is unlikely tbal any exists.
covered his political bases by citing nonbelievers in his comNumerous creationists and their organizations correctly recogments post-September 11. Social and sex..ual mores also tend
nize that to negate the societal power of noncreationism will
to be markedly more liberal in developed democracies other
require that they furnish scientific prool 01 tbe existence 01 a erethan the United States. Few in lhe secular developed democator. Of course, this is not likely to occur.
racies take lhe Bible literally; the great majority agree that
Dramatic social changes of the last one hundred-odd years
humans descended from fossil apes. New Age beliefs have to
have driven secularization in the secular developed democrasome extent replaced Christianity, but even when this is taken
cies. A century ago, most people lived lives not all that dillerinto account, most secular developed democracies are strikent Irom their ancestors. My one-hundred-year-old
grandingly naturalistic, rationalistic, and humanistic." God may not
mother grew up in a central-Utah Iron tier town with no autooe dead in the developed democracies, but in some 01 them he
mobiles,
radios, planes, or running water; phones and
is on life support, and there is 110 sign 01 a revival.
telegraphs were rare; her mother had lost nearly hall 01 ber
It is remarkable-and
too little appreciated-that
suddenchildren, a juvenile mortality rate typical of the time. Most
ly Europe is no longer a truly Christian continent. Instead. in
urban dwellers lived in squalid tenement communities
with
conjunction with Canada, Japan, and Australia, it anchors hisfew modern amenities. Fe"..- had ready access to sonrces of
tory's greatest stronghold 01 humanistic secularism. In the
information that presented alternatives to the religious dogma
predominant in their community.
land 01 its lounding, the Middle East, Christianity abides only
in fast-dwindling trace communities. As a dominant socioToday, in contrast, many inhabitants of developed democrapolitical force, Christianity has undergone an epic movement
cies travel the world almost at wiIJ, returning to spacious
from the Middie East to Europe, thence to the Americas south
homes lilled with higb-lecb equipment that would dazzle
01 the Canadian border, retaining only such modest Old World
Einstein. Access to abundant loods and advanced medical care
means that they regularly live into their seventies and eighties.
enclaves as Poland and assorted non developed nations.
American evangelicals are now trying to re-Christianize the
Perhaps most important, childhood death is extremely rare.
Eastern hemisphere, but enjoying significant success Dilly in
Birth control and safe abortion allow sex to occur outside 01
sub-Sahara» Africa. The high rates 01 religious belief and
sanctified marriage without the complication of pregnancy.
practice that Americans think normal are actually aberLiving like pampered and protected
demi-gods has
1900
undoubtedly allowed millions to discard beliel in archarant and primitive for a First World nation.
ic myths. A vast array of media and other information sources exposes us all to countless aJternative
REASONS FOR THE GROWING
viewpoints. It is pertinent that Ibe postwar colDISPARITY
lapse of religion in Europe's secular developed
IN THOUGHT
democracies has been associated 'with a dramatic
rise in prosperity and education. For example,
Why has religion, especially Christianity, so swiftnewly secularizing Ireland experienced its lirst
ly collapsed in most 01 the developed democracies
technology-rooted economic boom in the 1990s.
while remaining vibrant in the Third WOI'ld and
Although scientific prowess both allows and encourUnited States? Why has Christianity stagnated while
2000
ages disbelief, we still live in primitive times, in that
Islam is growing? The issues are complex, poorly
even the most affluent suffer and die. Tberefore
researched, and not well understood.
powerful incentives for believing in a miracuIt is clear that if not for the scientific and
lous afterlife continue. Americans succumb to
technological revolution 01 the last centuries,
this temptation in huge numbers; citizens 01
absolute belief in God would remain high.
Ibe secular developed democracies do so
The impact 01 Charles Darwin's On the
much less frequently This disparity still
Origin of Species IYy Natural Selection
requires explanation. That a larger portion
(1859) cannot be overemphasized. Without
of America's population suffers from poverDarwin's effective elimination 01 the need
ty and maleducation than those of other
lor a cognitive designer, there would be
developed democracies
almost certainly
hundreds or millions fewer nonbelievers."
contributes to higber rates 01 Iaith in the
Removal of the Deed for a creator inevitably
United Stales. Even so, rates 01 belief remain
promotes disbelief in an educated population,
much higher than the usual developed dernocso it is not surprising that in tbe developed
racy standard even when social disparities
democracies we find a consistent. negntive
are taken into account.
correlation between increasing understandIt may not be a coincidence that the
ing of evolution Oll the one hand and religious
Figure 1. Religions of the World, 1900-2000.
greatest collapses in Iaith occurred in Ibe
beliel and practice on the other (Figure 4).
countries that experienced the darkest aspects of tbe twentiThe most secular country sampled, Japan, exhibits the highest
eth century III 1914 Europe was strongly Christian. The shock
understanding 01 evolution while the uniquely theistic United
01 World War I destroyed the last vestiges of divine-right
States ranks lowest on this variable. There is no documented
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Meanwhile atheism gained favor, in part because many skeptics, being leftists, had opposed fascism. Although these factors doubtless strongly influenced the postwar decline in
European Christianity, they do not account for it altogether."
The effect of World War II was more direct in conformist
Japan. In history's most effective antifaith speech, tbe apologetic emperor admitted in 1945 that he was not a god, instantly creating an entire nation of skeptics.
More recently, the continued failings of faith have continued
to discourage belief in democracies more attuned to the international situation than America. To name one embarrassing
example, the most Christian nation in Africa-with
80 percent believers-is
Rwanda.
Black represents 1991 - Blue represents 1998
As for the United States, the two world wars
• Belief in God Is Absolute
£ill Believe in a Higher Power
acted as economic boosters, raising the country's
Believe God Probably Exists
0 Agnostfcs and Athei~s
global power and status while leaving it virtually
.•. ,/. _._ "'T",
;;_ ••••
,.!-" .• ~.5u •.••••
Japan
unscathed,
evidence to many or divine favor.
"''!!'h''~'' "~'L"'i
,
Sweden
Can servative America widely perceived the Cold War
3,v".,.n'p'··"·'···'fjf·j
~enmark
as an epic struggle between godless communism and
Norway
§!~"
.•
God-fearing democracy."" Most Americans simply
France
•.• ' •...•.••• nu •.•••..••.
ignored !be fact that in tbe more liberal and less striEngland
lib 01-" I.,
;~;.4·.••·
denlly anticommunist developed democracies, God
Germany
Holl.and
had become largely irrelevant"The
current absence
........ a.(l .•..••.."}!.,, ...••..t .•.
of the atheistic communist threat may be one reason
",.'IIh'''''''''!] •..
Australia
for the recent documented reduction in religious fer.. ,,_'" 'x' ..
New ZealOlnd
vor in the United States before September 11, 200l.
Austria
Tbe innate historical, cultural, and political conCanada
servatism of the United States has buttressed the
'''''r "
,;.~.
Spain
Italy
popularity of conservative religions that tend to
Irel.and
exhibit higher levels of ardor. In turn, religious con.....•••, Portugal
servatism has encouraged cultural-political consercu ••..••. i United States
vatisrn in a classic feedback system. For example,
the common failure of United States public and pri10
30
so
70
90
vate school systems properly to teach evolutionary
science is driven by the religions community, and has
benefited that community by further suppressing
religious skepticism."
Another possible factor is rather ironic. In America,
Ff'ance 37%
religion is a constitutionally privatized free-enterprise
Sweden 35%
industry The clergy is unsubsidized and thus under
hpOin 31%
financial pressure to recruit and retain members. This
Denmark 31%
has inspired many American clergy to taUor their minHolland 29%
istries to meet customer demands in order to maxiEngland 25%
Australia 24%
mize membership. We therefore see a fascinating pheGermany 24%
nomenon: American Christianity has become more
Norway 24%
fundamentalist and politlcally conservative, yet has
___
New Zealand 20%
largely dropped warning its flocks about the horrors of
__
Canada 11%
hell in favor of promoting belief in Christ as the way to
-.-Switzerland
16%
__
SpaIn 16%
happiness and material success in preparation for
__
Austria 15%
moving on (via a painless rapture, we hope) to eternal
bliss. In contrast, many secular developed democra_Italy
9%
_
United States 8%
cies have a history of state religion, though only some
_Ireland 6%
retain them today. Presumably government-employed
.PortugaIS%
clergies lacked strong incentives to recruit new members, much less to retain old adherents increasingly
10
30
SO
70
90
disenchanted with drab, remote, and somewhat corrupt government institutions. Less entrepreneurial
cultures and lack of market appeal for the product
Figure 2. Belief and DiSbelief in the Developed World.
may explain !be absence of vibrant theistic competi-

monarchy and appears to have triggered the first major
decline in religious belief among the general population. The
economic collapse of the 1930s, followed by the catastrophes of
World War Il and the Holocaust, delivered further blows to
Christianity. Although these disasters were in part products of
the scientific-technological revolution, they were merely made
feasible by these advances. Though Europe was the greatest
and oldest Christian continent, obviously the faith provided
neither the moral guidance-c-nor the divine interventionneeded to prevent the world Will'S and their related horrors. In
many cases, religion clearly exacerbated
the problems."
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lion ill the secular developed democracies.
To a certain extent, tben, ardent Christianity moved lrom
Europe to America. Religious zealots and dissidents were encouraged to avoid troubles on tbe continent by sailing to the New
World; the devout communities resulting from these migrations
lormed the core 01 what would eventually grow into America's
modern hyper-religious organizations.
Unlike faith, which depends for its expansion largely upon
population growth, secularists tend to have small families.
Secularism gains adherents largely through conversion. Even
so, nonbelief continues to grow although there has never been a
large-scale, well-organized program to promote it in any developed democracy. Nor bas any nontheistic group mounted a wellfunded media campaign comparable to those run by religious
organizations with tbe purpose 01 recruiting people to athetsm,"
Instead the rise of secularism has been a grass-roots movement,
driven by hundreds of millions of private decisions to abandon
supernaturalism, ollen-though
no longer always-in the face
01 social disapproval and considerable pro-religious propaganda. Clearly the inherent attractions of nonbelief must be powerIul. But it also means we can only guess how effective a deliberate, large-scale campaign of antireligious education might be in
. the environment of a developed democracy.
In communist states, the situation was much different.
Although spontaneous loss of faith probably occurred under
communism, most of thc great diminution in belief and practice resulted Irom mass propaganda and severe repression by
the government. The Iall 01 communism in Europe has aliowed some revival of religious activity in lormerly communist
nations, but it remains below the global norm. Social dislocation contributed to some resurgence 01 belief: in relatively stable eastern Germany disbeliel in God has remained consistently low, while in chaotic Russia popular religion has experienced stronger renewal.
Whatever the reasons for European Christianity's decline,
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SOME CONCLUSIONS
Few remember that after Christian evangelicals enjoyed explosive success in tbe 1800s, many expected that further improvements in transportation, eunuuunication, and literacy would
convert the entire globe during the twentieth century ill preparation lor the Second Coming." This Watchword prediction has
been frustrated, largely due to a rise in nontheism that has
partly lullilled the better-known
but often-dismissed prediction that advances in science and technology would inspire a
decline in supernaturalism.
In almost all democracies with
prosperous, well-educated populations, as well as ill Iorrner or
current communist states, ardent faith has experienced a
rapid, dramatic, and unprecedented decline to nomnajority slatus. The conversion 01 Europe Irom the center 01 Christianity to
the center 01 secularism has been especially remarkable. When
Australia is counted, this means that two of the world's continents no longer house religious majorities. This grand movement towards rationalism should not be underestiJnated; for
the first tiJne in human history there exists at least a potential
community of hundreds 01 millions 01 religious skeptics. These
secularists to a greater or lesser degree
dominate the societies and politics of
Western Europe, Canada, Australia, and
Japan.
The common American view that religion
is here to stay, despite the advances 01 science and technology-promoted
by many
theists and often tacitly accepted even by
skeptics-is
an illusion lueled by most
Americans' chronic provincialism. Few Europeans and Japanese share this view Instead,
their clerics are beset by theistic panic.
Obviously it not only possible for advanced
societies to achieve high rates 01 rationalism
and secularism in a relatively short timeIrame, it is normal lor them to do so.
Intensive propaganda campaigns are not
required to achieve this elfect. Although it
may be true that humans are genetically pro90
grammed to engage in spiritual thought, the
lact that large populations have so easily
abandoned faith proves that cultural and
intellectual influences are also vital, and can

Figure 3. Indicators like these suggest that religious belief and practice will continue to contract In Europe.
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that decline largely accounts lor the faith's stagnation over the
preceding century. The gains Christianity has made elsewhere
have been largely negated by the losses in the secular developed democracies. In addition, Christianity has falied to make
major gains in India or most of Asia, while success in subSaharan Africa has been modest and now laces erosion due to
AIDS and profound societal unrest.
The growth of Islam largely rellects rapidly expanding population in the Islamic world, though some conversion has further boosted the number of adherents. Growing discontent
with fundamentalism in Iran and the notorious example set by
the Taliban may lurther impair the spread 01 ultraconservative
Islam. Meanwhile, caste-bound Hinduism has been unsuccessful in breaking out of the Indian subcontinent.
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overcome such transcendental predispositions as exist,"
The larger unanswered question is why America is the only
First World national culture to retain Third World levels 01
beliel in God. The factors appear to be multiple: they include
failure to properly educate the population in science, intense
competition between commercialized
descendants
of the
potent religions exported from Europe, a seemingly divine isolation from the troubles of the rest of the world, political conservatism, and the high rates 01 beliel that go with (by First
World standards) a disturbingly high incidence 01 poverty.
What does the future hold? The example of the secular developed democracies makes it clear that a prosperous, well-educated America can become similarly skeptical and rational.
The question is whether this will happen spontaneously, or will
require a well-organized education campaign.
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Those countries that remain mired in uneducated poverty can
be expected to remain strongly supernaturalistic, This applies
particularly to Islamic societies, whose lailure to experience a
modernizing enlightenment will leave them hard-pressed to
evolve into prosperous democracies or expand their dominance into new lands, Even so, devout Muslims may soon outnumber similarly committed Christians in Europe and around
the globe, Hinduism has the potential to grow as rapidly as the
Indian population, whicb may exceed China's by mid-century;
but here again, improving social condilions and better control
of population may reduce its pace,
In all the secular developed democracies, the level 01 religious beliel in tbose under thirty years 01 age is dramatically
lower than it is among older persons, Indeed, in all examples
that exhibited a statistically significant change in rates of
overall rates of absolute belief between the 1991 and 1998
ISSP polls, the direction of change in religious beliel was
downwards (see Figure 3), These trends suggest that atheism
and secularism will continue to grow at the expense 01
Christianity in the secular democracies, even in the absence 01
well-organized antireligious activism. Faith bas never before
laced such a potent combined threat-consisting
01 its own
failings, technology-driven prosperity and longevity, societal
freedom and tolerance, and advanced education in evolutionary and related sciences, The hope of theists that creator
belief can revive in science- and tecbonology-dominated societies is implausible at best. Current examples and trends suggest that typical twenty-lirst-century secular democracies may
enjoy rates of absolute creator belief in the teens or single digits, while agnostics and other atheists may approach or reach
majority status. Continuing losses in the developed democracies promise to impair Christianity's global growth rate, even
il gains continue in the Third World and lormer communist
states," It will be interesting to see whether nationalistic initiatives aimed at preserving indigenous cultures will also
impair the growth 01 evangelical Iaiths,
Current trends imply that religion will continue to thrive in
the United States. But just 55 percent 01Americans under thirty are absolute believers; this suggests an incipient decline in
religious belief and practice, perhaps even a possibility that
the post-COld War United States will soon become a more theistically normal (tbat is, secular) developed democracy. The

events of September 11 may lurther undermine the faithencouraging beliel that America enjoys special divine Iavor,
Even the World Cnristum Encyclopedia reluctantly predicts
increasing American secularizatlon.
Americans believe ardently in part because they have been
warned-sometimes
subtly, often stridently-by
their theological and political leaders that society must adhere to faithbased values or suffer dire social and moral consequences,
This claim is demonstrably Ialse. The highly religious United
States sullers Irom markedly higher rates 01 homicide, in
carceration, juvenile and adult mortality, sexually transmitted disease, teen pregnancy, abortion, and otber social dysfunctions than developed democracies where creator belie I is
much lower" Basically, we lace an education problem: better
informing Americans about the proven advantages of rationally based moral and social values may be necessary to
speed up modernizing America into a normai, secularized
developed democracy,
As much as twentieth-century science and technology
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have eroded Iaith, a joker ill the twenty-lirst-century
deck 01
possibilities promises to upset conventional predictions
about the future of religion with new forces never before seen
on the planet, As cyber-technology continues to advance at
an exponential pace, it is possible that highly intelligent, conscious machines will be devised in this century" If so, their
power should quickly far exceed human levels, Human minds
may directly interact with, and even be downloaded into,
these powerful new mind machines, If increasing numbers of
minds, human and arlificial in origin. achieve godlike powers-perhaps
even ellective lmmortanty=via
practical technological rather than improbable supernatural means, then
the classic religions may be destroyed, Alter all, Christianity
has only existed for jusl 2 percent 01 human existence, and
the mythology may experience tbe same late as ancient
Egyptian theology UiJ
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